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In the window "Select Setup type", chose "copy when installing and validating" ., to the people you
see here, and I am very grateful for that. ------ rogeryu The hat part looks like a hat to tell me the

location. Very clever. ------ oohashi I have a really hard time buying any of this. _“Videogames have
such a wide range of genres, we always have a lot of tools to cover for it,” he said._ Is this the reason
the Wii is selling so poorly, along with its lack of IPs? I have many doubts about how profitable his

new project will be. _"The user interface in the system is such that you can create really cool games,"
he said._ I don't know anything about him, but I see no reason to think he's _that_ clever. ------
JDGM I don't know that many people on here play games, but I'd put money on those who play

games being way more knowledgeable about how games work than those who have played games in
the past. I just don't see this guy as the type to make a solid game. ------ chrischen He's also a PhD in
math. You might want to research his education, and research if anyone else in the world has done
something similar to what this guy is doing with game programming. ------ jarin As he says, anyone

with a PS4 can do it already. If you want an even more impressive demo, watch two guys code
together. It's really great to see: ------ adamc I'm with commenters in saying the most impressive
thing is that he was able to accurately predict that he'd make money. ------ theblackbox This guy

must be on drugs to come up with this. Even if we were to accept the premise that MMORPGs would
benefit from the multicore CPU, what he has come up with looks a bit like a 'hack' to squeeze a few

extra frames out of a game that already happens to run flawlessly on a dual-core and quad-core
system. Reading this makes me feel the same
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